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IoT Insights Event Demonstrations 
 
Nov. 3, 2015 – At the Intel IoT Insights event in San Francisco, Intel is showcasing the latest Internet of 
Things (IoT) innovations across industries. The new products and proofs of concept fulfill the promise of 
IoT by harnessing connected edge devices and analyzing the massive amounts of data produced to 
create actionable insights that will fuel innovation.  
 
Intelligent Solutions at the Edge 
 

 Intel Smart Tiny Home: To explore the possibilities that IoT holds for our lives at home, Intel built 
a tiny, connected home with the intention of creating a “living lab” to showcase and explore the 
foundational capabilities required to take the home from “connected” to truly “smart.” The home 
serves as a venue for Intel to work through issues, including connectivity, interoperability, user 
interaction, security, and the means to deliver real and actionable intelligence. It is an 
experimental showcase that will evolve over the next 12-18 months as Intel works with 
developers and the ecosystem, empowering them with the Intel® Smart Home Development 
Acceleration Platform software development kit, to test and unveil new use cases and 
experiences.  

 

 Yanzi* IoT networking platform for Smart Buildings: Yanzi, a next generation networking 
platform for smart buildings, showcases the Intel® IoT Platform capabilities. Components include 
Intel® Quark™ SE based edge devices that connect wirelessly to IoT Access Points based on 
Intel® Quark™ X1000 and aggregate within IoT Gateway based on Intel® Core™ or Intel®  
Xeon® CPUs. This intelligent edge solution, coupled with cloud computing solutions based on 
Intel® Xeon® processor, user interface devices based on Intel® Atom™ and Yanzi software, 
address the challenge of gathering and transporting the data throughout the building in a secure 
and cost efficient manner. The added intelligence of Intel Quark SE edge devices will allow Yanzi 
to scale bandwidth and low power IoT networks, while preserving the long battery operation time, 
resulting in industry leading total cost of ownership of the IoT system for the end customer. 
 

 Honeywell Connected Workforce* Proof of 
Concept: Honeywell* and Intel are working 
together to drive industrial innovation at the human 
level, creating safer and more efficient worker 
environments. The Honeywell Connected Worker* 
is an IoT proof of concept using wearable devices 
for urban firefighters and industrial workers, based 
on the Intel Quark SE SoC for IoT. Honeywell’s 
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus* (SCBA) 
sends data via Bluetooth* Low-Energy (BLE) short-
range wireless communication to a wearable mobile hub for sensor fusion and transmission, 
ingestion and analysis of data in the cloud using Intel’s Trusted Analytics Platform (TAP). This 
allows for hands-free use of industrial equipment, redundant communications, and worker 
location and activity detection to improve worker safety. Honeywell will continue to develop the 
proof of concept based on worker feedback and needs across industries, including those working 
on mission critical tasks. 

. 



  

 Industrial Safety and Compliance in 
Partnership with SAP*: Intel and SAP developed 
a proof of concept to enhance the safety of 
industrial workers. Workers wearing smart sensors 
based on Intel Quark processors and Wind River 
Helix Device Cloud* for device management are 
monitored alongside industrial machine sensors in 
real time to determine when hazardous conditions 
exist. SAP Environment, Health & Safety* incident 
report transactions are automatically generated 
through the SAP Transaction Availability for Remote Sites* (TARS) hosted on the Intel IoT 
Gateway, and incident data is sent to the HANA Cloud Platform* for further analytical processing 
to gain insight on preventative safety measures based on historical trends. The real-time 
monitoring and response allows for visibility and insight into the health and safety of workers in 
industrial conditions and can potentially save lives by supplementing manual processes with real-
time alerts.  
 

 Intel and Levi Strauss & Co.*– Rethinking Retail with IoT and Big Data Analytics:  The 
iconic denim brand is partnering with Intel on a proof-of-concept in three Levi’s stores to use 
RFID technology to enhance the in-store experience for shoppers. Levi Strauss & Co. can use 
TAP to securely gain visibility of in-store inventory via the Intel® Retail Sensor Platform, and 
perform analytics on the data - what’s on the shelf or what might be running low—so that when 
consumers come in, looking for that exact size and color jeans, they’re on the shelf. This demo 
will showcase the connection between RFID and the decisions that in-store personnel can make 
from connected inventory.  

 

 The Intel Commercial IoT Workshops: The training sessions help familiarize developers with 
the Intel IoT Platform from edge to cloud by guiding them through ideas and concepts as they 
build their own miniature IoT edge device using the Intel® Galileo or Intel® Edison boards, along 
with Intel IoT Gateway. The workshop teaches hands-on, practical methods for businesses to 
quickly rollout Intel IoT solutions from prototyping to production deployment, all accomplished with 
the Intel Commercial IoT Developer Kit. 

 

 Wind River Rocket: The Wind River Rocket is a tiny, cloud-connected, real-time operating 
system for MCUs directly connected to Wind River Helix App Cloud, a cloud-based development 
environment for building IoT applications. The Wind River Rocket allows for anywhere access to 
tools to develop, debug and deploy IoT applications and can be taken from experimentation and 
prototyping all the way through to commercial deployments.  

 

 Wind River Helix: The Wind River Helix portfolio of software solutions, including Helix Cloud, 
VxWorks*, Intelligent Device Platform* and Titanium Server*, work together to create safe, secure 
and reliable intelligent systems for IoT. Data generated by the systems from the secure devices at 
the edge is moved through the gateway, across the network, into the cloud, allowing businesses 
to harness intelligence and drive innovation.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-23_6VNB1I


  

 
Wearable Solutions 
 

 The Child Angel Advanced GPS Locator*:  
Child Angel’s* advanced location device 
powered by the Intel Quark SE processor and 
using the Intel® XMM™ 6255 modem extends 
intelligence to a child’s wrist by allowing more 
freedom and an extra layer of care and safety. 
The device provides location detection and 
sends biometric data in real time straight to a 
smartphone app giving parents and guardians greater piece of mind.  

 

 MICA, “My Intelligent Communication Accessory: 
The feminine fashion accessory with communications 
capabilities, conceived and designed from start to finish 
by fashion designer Opening Ceremony* and 
engineered by Intel.     
 

 Wireless Charging Bowl: Designed by Intel, the bowl 
makes charging more convenient by charging MICA 
without exact alignment and with no wires. Just drop 
MICA in and it begins charging. 

 

 Recon Jet* Smart Eyewear: Featuring smartphone-class 
hardware and a display equipped with glance detection technology, 
Jet shows only the information needed, so users can focus on 
living the moment.  

 

 SMS Audio™ BioSport™ In-Ear Headphones: Merging premier 
sound quality with the latest in fitness-monitoring 
biometrics technology, the headphones include a 
built-in optical sensor that continuously measures 
heart rate while dynamically removing noise signals 
caused by the body’s motion during a workout.  

 

 Basis Peak™ Fitness and Sleep Tracker: Featuring 
a sleek new touchscreen design and improved sensor 
technology, Peak provides twenty four-seven heart 
rate monitoring including during exercise, without the 
need for a chest strap. 

 
Intel, Quark, Xeon, Core, Atom, XMM, Basis Peak and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States and 
other countries.
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others

 


